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  Unofficial translation by the secretariat 

Minsk, 14 January 2020 

  On the issue of submission of advance information 

Dear Mr. Konstantinos Alexopoulos, 

The State Customs Committee of the Republic of Belarus (hereinafter referred to as SCC) 

presents its compliments to the TIR Executive Board (hereinafter referred to as TIRExB), 

and having considered an excerpt from the report of the 153rd session of the Working Party 

on Customs Questions affecting Transport (WP.30) (14–17 October 2019) regarding the 

introduction of mandatory payment for electronic services in providing advance information 

in the Republic of Belarus wishes to state the following. 

Since 10 April 2018, in order to comply with the requirements of Resolution No. 1074 of the 

Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus from 9 August 2011 on the step-by-step 

transition to the nationwide automatic information system (Unified Portal of e-services) 

(hereinafter OAIS) for the provision of electronic services and performance of public duties 

in electronic form, the transition was made to the use of OAIS when transmitting electronic 

advance information (hereinafter EAI) to the customs authorities of the Republic of Belarus, 

with the exception of EAI sent by the interested parties using the TIR-EPD portal. 

In addition, Decree No. 460 of the President of the Republic of Belarus from 16 December 

2019 approved the Regulation on the national automated information system, according to 

which among the main tasks of the OAIS is to ensure the exchange of information between 

government organizations and other organizations and citizens in electronic form through a 

single point access without organizing additional communication channels.  

EAI submission through OAIS is carried out on a paid basis in accordance with the unified 

tariffs on equal terms for all interested parties. 

The list of electronic services provided by the OAIS operator (by the Republican Unitary 

Enterprise "National Centre for Electronic Services" (hereinafter - NCES)) to state bodies, 

other organizations and citizens on a pro bono basis, when the costs of NCES are funded 

from the State budget, is determined by Resolution No. 509 of the Council of Ministers of 

the Republic of Belarus from 31 May 2012. 

In order to create equal conditions for stakeholders, submitting EAI both through the OAIS 

and the TIR-EPD system, the State Customs Committee sent, in February 2018, an official 

notification to the International Road Transport Union (hereinafter - IRU) about the need for 

IRU to upgrade the TIR-EPD software regarding the transfer of EAI to the customs 

authorities information system through the OAIS. 

Subsequently, in order to resolve organizational and technical aspects of the EAI 

transmission using the TIR-EPD portal through the OAIS, a series of meetings were held 

with representatives of the State Customs Committee, IRU, the Belarus Association of 

international automobile carriers (hereinafter BAMAP) and NCES, during which 

representatives of IRU and BAMAP expressed their understanding of the need to carry out 

such measures, and steps to be undertaken were determined in collaboration with 

representatives of the State Customs Committee and the NCES. 

At the current moment, the submission of EAI through the OAIS is carried out using a special 

software product or personal account on a single portal of OAIS electronic services.  

At the same time, we inform you that, currently, measures are underway on expanding the 

EAI submission mechanisms by stakeholders, allowing interaction through OAIS of the 

stakeholders' information systems, including non-residents of the Republic of Belarus, with 

the information system of the customs authorities. This scheme will allow interested parties, 

if there is an information system available, to reduce financial costs by using it when 

submitting EAI. At the same time NCES expressed its readiness to develop mutually 

acceptable mechanisms and payment methods, convenient for both IRU and international 

TIR carriers, related to transmission services of the EAI through OAIS. 
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With regard to the issue raised at the meeting of WP.30 meeting on the violation of the 

provisions of the TIR Convention, in particular Article 46, regarding the establishment of 

fees by the NCES to transfer EAI to the customs authority information system, SCC considers 

it possible to note that the EAI submission is not regulated by the provisions of the TIR 

Convention and that the establishment of fees to transmit EAI does not limit the possibility 

to use facilities provided by the TIR Convention. 

Taking into consideration all of the above, we believe that a unified approach to EAI 

submission, both using the TIR-EPD portal and the OAIS single portal of electronic services 

and other stakeholders' information systems, allows a level playing field for the international 

transport of goods. 

 Sincerely yours, 

  

 V.N. Orlovskiy  

 First deputy Chairman  

 of the State Customs Committee  

 of the Republic of Belarus 

    


